"Social Complexity in the ‘Aid Architecture’: The Network Effects of Development Interventions in Afghanistan and Pakistan"

Nearing ten years of the Paris Declaration of Aid-Effectiveness, a critical reflection on the established core principles such as “ownership” and “mutual accountability,” is warranted. This study aims to contribute to the understanding of relationships among key players in aid networks as a critical indicator of aid-impact. Assessing how transactions diffuse and how influence and power are embedded within the social structures of development interventions can provide crucial insights about how external factors create complexity evident in fragile and conflict-affected regions like Afghanistan and Pakistan. Establishing development programs across Afghanistan and Pakistan based on collective provincial context and collective involvement of local partners has been a challenge. A combined theoretical framework of network structures reveals varying social constraints towards inclusive and participatory development. This research argues that fundamental socio-cultural heterogeneities embedded within and between actors and information asymmetry characterizes the challenge towards a coherent strategy of successful aid-impact. An inter-organizational networks approach not only captures the positive and negative externalities evident in these social structures but also affords a better understanding of what factors challenge trust-building and social interconnectivity between donor organizations and their local counterparts.

The study investigates the whole network structures and attributes of relations within two of the largest and most successful aid development programs in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Institutional stakeholders include donors, international and local NGOs, funding mechanisms, local beneficiary groups, national and international governance, and other local civil society organizations. A combined theoretical framework for social complexity, in particular, bonding and bridging social capital and the impact of homophily and diversity will be analyzed. An interplay of complexity and social capital and strategy and conceptualization can help explain the narrative of emerging social capital. The network interactions within the aid social structures and processes are analyzed to identify power leverage, betweenness-centrality, and community detection. Ultimately, the objective of this analysis is to determine if greater interconnectivity among aid actors within the aid network of the development intervention provides evidence of greater positive social capital and hence leading to a successful outcome. Network visualizations are conducted for the two case studies alongside an analysis of the basic network outputs and metrics. Though the analysis is a macro, whole-network approach as the first phase of a more elaborate research design, a discussion of further investigation for the next steps of the process will incorporate the significance of micro-interdependencies within and among the aid-networks.
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